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Introduction
This report presents the findings of a programme of archaeological works designed to evaluate the
nature of a suspected Iron Age fort in the grounds of Monkcastle House, North Ayrshire. Targeted
locations at the site were investigated by hand. The works were organised by Kilwinning Heritage,
whose volunteers delivered the works at the invitation of the author and with the permission of the
landowner. The Project Design (A. Baird, 2014) outlined the objectives of the project and the nature
of the surveys and archaeological works to be undertaken. This report provides the details of the
works organised by Kilwinning Heritage.
The site lies on a knoll on the west side of the Garnock valley between Kilwinning and Dalry in North
Ayrshire in the grounds of Monkcastle House, a late Georgian structure within its own estate. The
knoll was first noted as having archaeological potential during a survey carried out by the author in
March 2004 when it was visited and an arc of boulders (kerb) around the slope of the east side was
observed which was clearly not of natural origin.
In 2014, Kilwinning Heritage agreed to carry out an archaeological project to further investigate the
potential by survey and limited excavation, the author being appointed Project Director.

General Description of the Site
The knoll projects from the highest point of a ridge overlooking the valley of the River Garnock at a
height of about 80 m AOD and is situated at OS NS 2913 4665
An outcrop of rock is visible part way down from the summit running in a northerly direction,
parallel to the valley floor. This was identified from the geological survey map of North Ayrshire as
basalt lava overlaying sandstone and fireclay deposits. Further down the slope and isolating the knoll
from pasture is a “modern” retaining wall, which gives way to a steep slope, becoming progressively
less so until it reaches woodland some 150 metres from the foot of the knoll.
The sloping sides of the knoll support a growth of mature trees but the central area is mainly open.
When work started, brambles and bracken with some grassy areas covered it. To the west, a drystone wall separates the knoll from pasture with a shallow gully between the wall and slightly higher
ground further west. From the top of the knoll there are extensive views to north and south up and
down the Garnock valley and across to the east.
On the north and south sides post and wire fences on top of low retaining walls complete the
enclosure.
Running in an arc from the south east to the north east is an almost continuous line of rounded
boulders with an outlier to the south. A distinct break of slope around the north side of the knoll
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Figure 1. A general view of the wooded knoll from the north east

Figure 2. Central area from the west
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Figure 3. Central area from the south

Figure 4. Part of the kerb from the south east
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Figure 5. Part of the kerb from the west

Figure 6. The isolated south stone
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Clearance and Survey
Initially, the vegetation was cleared by strimming to reveal the landform in the central area. Later,
the whole enclosure to the rock outcrop was surveyed as fully as possible given the tree cover, from
a fixed peg on the level western area with a Runner 20 level, recording angles, heights and distances
by stadials or tapes as appropriate. In this way a plan of the arc of boulders, field wall and
boundaries was drawn.
Two topographical surveys across the highest point of the raised central area showed breaks of
slope. These were elaborated by plotting heights at these points suggesting an oval raised area
within a boundary provided by the arc of boulders.
Prior to all of this, a preliminary removal of top soil within the arc at what became trench 1A had
revealed a deposit of orange/brown clay/silt, which was at the time taken to be glacial till. This led to
the possibility that the raised central area may be artificial, so two transects were probed at 200mm
intervals, one in an easterly direction from the survey point, and another in a northerly direction
over the central area. These contacted stone at a depth of less than 200mm everywhere except the
first metre or so to the west, raising the possibility that there may be a structure or perhaps a cairn
there. Where stone was visible through the turf, it was angular fragments less than about 200mm in
size.
An initial sweep with a metal detector was also done with the intention of marking any places of
positive response for further investigation. To our surprise, all of the stone, including the arc of
boulders, gave a strong positive ferrous response. It transpired that the basalt contains an iron
mineral, magnetite, which was responsible for this effect (Geological Survey of North Ayrshire DSIR
1930 page 93)
A large isolated boulder to the south of the site lay on a line projected from the arc. Underlying the
field wall to the west, which also lies on a curve in plan, were some similar boulders, suggesting that
at one time the arc may have been complete as a circular or sub-circular feature completely
enclosing the top of the knoll, and subsequently partially robbed of stone.

.
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Figure 7. Drawing 1, plan

Figure 8. Drawing 2, topographic sections
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The Excavations
The strategy of minimal intrusion was therefore:


To test the nature of the raised area in the centre by a 1 x 4 metre trench parallel to the
western probing transect including and beyond the area where no stone was detected by
probing;



To excavate a test pit adjacent to the south stone to seek evidence of stone robbing; and



To excavate and record the initial trial on the arc of stones in the southeast sector, to
establish the nature of construction.

These are marked on Drawing 1 (Figure 7) as trenches 2, 1B, and 1A respectively.

Results
Trench 2
This was laid out beyond the area beyond where no stone was found in the E/W probing transect
and the topsoil was removed east to west. What was found was an area of angular fragments at the
at the highest point, then large masses of apparently un-fragmented bedrock or large stones, then
where we expected a stone free area, a deposit of grey clay and finally more large stone mass was
uncovered (see Figure 9).
The grey clay deposit was half sectioned and came down onto more solid rock, forming a gully (see
Figure 10). Removal of the angular fragments at the east end gave a similar result. The conclusion
was that the central area was in fact bedrock with a silted up natural cleft or gully running N/S to its
immediate west. It was not thought credible that this could be an anthropic cut feature given the
form of the bedrock at this location. In order to test whether this was the case for the whole
elevated area, a test pit was opened near the high point where angular stone could be seen
projecting through the top soil. This showed that the fragments conjoined and represented a
shattered piece of bedrock.
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Figure 9. Bedrock with clay deposit, Trench 2
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Figure 10. With clay deposit half sectioned, Trench 2
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Trench 1B
Removal of the topsoil here revealed a flat area of bedrock, again surrounded by the orange/brown
clay/silt seen earlier in what became Trench 1A (see Figure 11). The south stone which was just
exposed at the edge of the trench was not deeply embedded, as at that level a trowel could be
inserted beneath it. Therefore, it seems that if there had been another boulder adjacent, it must
have sat directly on the bedrock and so left no trace of its existence.

Figure 11. Trench 1B. Bedrock at south stone

Trench 1A
The removal of remaining topsoil here, up to the boulder’s west face and beyond in a gap between
them, showed that they sat in the clay/silt (see Figures 12 & 13). There were some small angular
stones present within the topsoil but not embedded, and some which were embedded adjacent to
the boulders of the arc. The former were discarded and the latter left in situ. Probing beneath the
boulders here did not strike stone, so they are not laid directly on bedrock as seen in trench 1B, nor
is there another course below.
There was no evidence of an accompanying ditch or bank associated with this feature here or in
Trench 1B by the isolated south stone.
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Figure 12. Trench 1A, the kerb from the north.

Figure 13. Trench 1A, the kerb from the west
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Figure 14. Plan, trench 1A (Drawing 3, drawn at a scale of 1:10)
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Figure 15. Section, Trench 1A (Drawing 4, drawn at a scale of 1:10)

Discussion
The results show very clearly that the knoll is made up of a bedrock of basalt lava with a thin cover,
less than 200mm of topsoil. The orange/brown clay/silt initially taken to be of glacial origin is now
best interpreted as decay product of weathering of the bedrock.
The arc of boulders then, is the only artificial remains identified within the knoll. These are rounded
stones, not of uniform dimensions, but generally in the range 500-700mm by 300-400mm thick, in
strong contrast to the small angular fragments seen elsewhere. Although trees prevented a stoneby-stone survey, it was clear by following the arc that it is substantially complete for the 30 metres
or so round the east side of the knoll. Around the north side there is a distinct break of slope, again
difficult to survey accurately because of tree cover, but which strongly suggests continuation there.
To the west at the dry-stone wall there are similar boulders to be seen in places at the wall base, and
also built into the wall structure itself, and here and there what looks like bedrock beneath,
potentially a similar situation to that seen in Trench 1B
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Nowhere on the site were similar boulders seen other than those forming the arc, so one must ask,
where did they come from? The nearest source of water-worn stone seems likely to be the bed of
the river Garnock some 250 metres to the east and 55 metres below. If so, considerable effort has
been deployed in the creation of the feature.
From what we have seen so far, the bedrock within the arc lies no more than about 200mm beneath
the present ground surface, and where exposed it is solid and unfragmented except near the highest
point of the central area where small angular, and in one case conjoining, fragments were observed.
There were no finds and no dateable deposits were seen.
The knoll lies within the policy woodlands of Monkcastle House and estate (Canmore ID40988), the
main house of which is dated to 1838. However, an advertisement for staff was placed in the Ayr
Advertiser in 1814, and a house with an axial drive is depicted on Roy’s Military Survey of Scotland,
suggesting a mid 18th century predecessor of the 1838 house. Should the western drystone wall also
be of this date as part of the estate boundary, and it incorporates elements of the stones forming
the arc, then the arc must pre-date the house and estate. The bulk of the upper courses of that wall
are roughly dressed pieces of basalt. It seems likely that they were quarried from the outcrop at the
east edge of the knoll some 40 metres to the south east where there is a steep drop, now heavily
overgrown with trees.
The present site for Monkcastle House is the successor to an earlier site for Monkcastle, which is
nearby to the north, a tower house of late 16th century date (Canmore ID 40978). It is unlikely that
the enclosure pattern associated with this 16th century tower house was comparable to that of the
mid-18th century onwards Monkcastle estate. One possibility that has been considered is that all of
this was a garden/designed landscape feature associated with an earlier incarnation around
Monkcastle House prior to the policy woodlands being laid out (which are depicted on Roy).
However, the fact that the knoll is about 400 metres from the house and about 30 metres higher,
together with the observed thin soil cover over the bedrock, makes this unlikely.

Carved stone
The landowner drew my attention to a “carved” stone which she had found at the edge of the field
below the knoll, and had removed from the find spot to the house.
It is a rounded basalt boulder like those in the arc and has an incised pattern of three crescents
across a medial line, which may be natural. The incisions are up to 1cm deep and of a U-shaped
section.
There is some erosion on one side and part of the stone on the other side appears to have flaked off,
but is now as equally weathered as the rest of the stone. (See Figure 16 below)
It could be argued that these marks were made by an agricultural implement, but the fact that the
end of the lower “crescent” is closed makes this unlikely. Also, the grooves are more deeply cut and
have a different profile than those usually due to ploughing.
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Figure 16. “Carved” stone.

Figure 17. The stone after cleaning and with the lines delineated by chalk
If there is some connection between this stone and the enclosure on the knoll, that might suggest a
date much earlier than the house and estate.
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Conclusion
In summary, what we have seen is an enclosure within the knoll by a simple kerb of stones which
have been brought to the site, but there is no evidence of what the enclosure was for. The central
raised area is certainly bedrock and no evidence of any structure was seen there, but there are level
areas to the south and west which could have held structures.
Such a kerb could not have functioned as a stock enclosure.
The possibility of a cairn is certainly excluded and a homestead seems very unlikely, given the
absence of a surrounding ditch and bank.
A garden feature is not likely, given the distance from the house.
Where bedrock was exposed it was solid and rounded in form, quite unlike the angular fragments
seen at the upper parts of the knoll, visible after removal in Figure 9 to the right of Trench 2. These
resembled the fire-cracked stones seen in burnt mounds, which this clearly was not, but it may be an
indication that fires have been lit at this point. Had the fragmentation been due to the actions of
roots and frost then it would be expected that, the soil cover being uniform over the site, all of the
bedrock would have been affected, which was not the case.
Investigation of these possibilities was beyond the declared intentions of this preliminary project,
and may be considered for future work.

